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www.oald8.com
Access the complete A–Z dictionary online.

•	Hear all the headwords spoken in British and American English.

•	Access the Oxford 3000™ list, the Academic Word List, usage notes and pictures.

•	Use the Oxford Text Checker to assess the vocabulary content of a text before 
using it in class. Find out how many of the words are on the Oxford 3000™ list.

•	Set up the OALD search box on your own website. 

Oxford Advanced Learner’s Dictionary CD-ROM with 
Oxford iWriter
Oxford iWriter guides and supports students with writing an argument or comparison 
essay, a report, review, CV/résumé, etc.

View a demonstration at www.oald8.com.

Download Edition
Download the software to install the complete OALD CD-ROM content, including 
Oxford iWriter, on a school computer network.

Oxford Advanced Learner’s Dictionary, Eighth Edition
Paperback 978 0 19 479900 3
Paperback with CD-ROM (includes Oxford iWriter) 978 0 19 479902 7
Hardback with CD-ROM (includes Oxford iWriter) 978 0 19 479904 1
International Student’s Edition* 978 0 19 479912 6
International Student’s Edition with CD-ROM  
(includes Oxford iWriter)* 978 0 19 479914 0
Download Edition (1 year) 978 0 19 479932 4
Download Edition (perpetual) 978 0 19 479933 1
*available in certain markets only, please check with your local OUP office

•	Oxford iWriter on CD-ROM and 32-page Oxford Writing Tutor help students plan, 
write and review their written work.

•	1,000 new words and meanings cover technology, lifestyle, slang and the 
economy (carbon trading, citizen journalism, malware, staycation).

•	Oxford 3000Plus™ keyword entries show the most important words to know in 
English and the most important meanings of those words.

•	Topic Collocation Notes and synonym information in the Oxford 3000™ keyword 
entries enable students to extend their vocabulary to over 7,500 words.

•	64-page Visual Vocabulary Builder, with colour photos and illustrations, builds 
vocabulary on topics such as landscapes, the environment, leisure activities and 
‘inside the house’.

•	Academic Word List words marked.

Oxford Advanced Learner’s 
Dictionary
Eighth Edition
Upper-IntermedIate	to	advanced	(B2–c2)
a	S	HornBy
edItor:	Joanna	tUrnBUll

This is the dictionary teachers and students love to use – it’s the world’s best-selling advanced learner’s 
dictionary. The 8th edition, with Oxford iWriter, develops the skills students find most difficult: writing, and 
developing the vocabulary to express ideas and opinions.
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 WT8 Writing an argument essay

‘Manned space missions should now be replaced with 
unmanned missions.’ Discuss.

It is clear that the study of space and the planets is by nature 
expensive. Scientists and politicians must constantly attempt 
to balance costs with potential research benefits.1 A major 
question to be considered is whether the benefits of manned 
space flight are worth the costs.2

For Nobel Prize-winning physicist Steven Weinberg the 
answer is clear. As he noted in 20071 in a lecture at the Space 
Telescope Science Institute in Baltimore. ‘Human beings don’t 
serve any useful function in space. They radiate heat, they’re 
very expensive to keep alive, and unlike robotic missions, they 
have a natural desire to come back, so that anything involving 
human beings is enormously expensive.’

Unmanned missions are much less expensive than manned, 
having no requirement for airtight compartments, food or life 
support systems. They are also lighter and therefore require 
less fuel and launch equipment. According to NASA, the 1992 
manned Space Shuttle Endeavor cost $1.7 billion to build 
and requires approximately $450 million for each launch. In 
contrast, the entire unmanned Voyager mission from 1972 
until 1989, when it observed Neptune, cost only $865 million.

In addition to their relative cost effectiveness, unmanned 
projects generally yield a much greater volume of data. While 
manned flights have yet to extend beyond the orbit of Earth’s 
moon, unmanned missions have explored almost our entire 
solar system, and have recently observed an Earth-like planet in 
a nearby solar system. Manned missions would neither be able 
to travel so far, be away so long, nor collect so much data while 
at the same time guaranteeing the astronauts’ safe return.

Some may argue that only manned space flight possesses 
the ability to inspire and engage the general population, 
providing much-needed momentum for continued 
governmental funding and educational interest in 
mathematics and the sciences.1 However, media coverage of 
recent projects such as the Mars Rover, the Titan moon lander, 
and the Hubble telescope’s photographs of extrasolar planets 
demonstrates that unmanned missions clearly have the ability 
to attract and hold public interest.2

Thus,1 taking into account the lower cost, the greater 
quantity of data and widepsread popular support, I would 
argue that2 for now, at least, unmanned space missions 
undoubtedly yield the most value in terms of public spending.

Paragraph 1—Introduction
1 Introduces the topic.
2 States the focus of  the essay. 

Paragraph 2—Introduces 
the argument

The first point (manned 
missions are not cost 
effective) with a quote from 
an expert to give authority.
1 This is a useful way to 
introduce a quotation.

Paragraph 3—Development

Reasons and data are given 
to support the writer’s point 
of  view.

Paragraph 4—Development

Introduces the second point 
(unmanned projects are more 
scientifically productive).

Paragraph 5 — 
Counterargument 
1 Presents the argument: 
Some may argue suggests that 
the writer will go on to argue 
against this position.
2 Refutes it. However 
introduces the argument 
against 1.

Paragraph 6—Conclusion

Summarizes the writer’s points 
and states his/her conclusion 
on the title.

1 Thus introduces the 
conclusion.

2 I would argue that clearly 
shows the writer’s position.

Many essays that you have to write, whether 
during your school or college course or in an 
examination, will require you to present a 
reasoned argument on a particular issue. This 
will often be based on your research into the 

topic, but some questions may ask you to give 
your opinion. In both cases your argument 
must be clearly organized and supported 
with information, evidence and reasons. The 
language tends to be formal and impersonal.

Linking words and 
phrases guide the 
reader through the 
argument and show 
the writer’s opinion.

Adverbs can be used 
to show your opinion.

These phrases make 
the argument less 
personal and more 
objective.

Experts are quoted to 
support the argument.

SEE ALSO

Oxford Learner’s Dictionary of 
Academic English page 55

Oxford Advanced Learner’s 
Dictionary app page 84

  NEW 
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Our range of dictionary apps makes it easy to understand what words mean,  

how to use them, and how to say them. Further information available from  
www.oup.com/elt/fingertips

Oxford Advanced Learner’s Dictionary 
Instant access to the A–Z Dictionary

•	Use My View to choose what to look at on screen – make entries 
shorter by hiding IPA, example sentences, pictures and synonyms.

•	Hear all the headwords spoken in British and American accents.

•	Hear 58,000 spoken example sentences. Access online, or download 
to listen offline.

•	Available for iPhone, iPod touch, iPad, tablets for Android, Mac OS, 
Windows™ Phone, Windows™ 8, BlackBerry® and Kindle Fire.

 See also Oxford Advanced Learner’s Dictionary page 83

Bilingual apps
BRAZILIAN PORTUGUESE

 NEW  Dicionário Oxford Escolar 
para estudantes brasileiros de inglês

SPANISH

Diccionario Oxford Pocket 
para estudiantes de inglés

ITALIAN

Dizionario Oxford Study 
per studenti d’inglese

ARABIC

Oxford Wordpower Dictionary 
for Arabic-speaking learners of English

Instant access to the full A–Z dictionary, plus real  
voice (not text to speech) audio for all English words. 

•	Practise pronunciation: hear English words pronounced with 
British and American accents, record yourself saying the words and 
compare your pronunciation.

•	No Internet access required to hear the audio content.

•	Build your topic vocabulary with pre-loaded Topics that bring 
together words to talk about computing, jobs, sports, etc.

•	Create your own list of favourite words and create folders to 
organize and store them.

•	Available for iPhone, iPod touch, iPad and tablets for Android.

Sample screen from the Dizionario Oxford Study iPhone app Sample screen from the Oxford Wordpower Dictionary for 
Arabic-speaking learners of English iPhone app

iPad, iPhone, and iPod touch are trademarks of Apple Inc., registered in the U.S. and other countries.  
Android is a trademark of Google Inc.

 See also Bilingual Learners’ Dictionaries page 89
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AMERICAN ENGLISH

Oxford Advanced American Dictionary
Instant access to the A–Z dictionary.

•	Hear all the headwords in American English (no Internet access 
required).

•	Use My View to choose which parts of the dictionary entries to hide 
and save space on screen, for example hide phonetics, examples 
and pictures.

•	Tap on any word in a definition or example to go to that entry.

•	Access all usage notes, word family boxes and verb forms.

•	Available for iPhone, iPod touch and iPad.

AMERICAN ENGLISH – SPANISH

Oxford Picture Dictionary
Access the best-selling picture dictionary to enrich, extend and 
reinforce vocabulary learning for Spanish-speaking learners of English.

•	Introduce 4,000 terms, organized into 12 thematic units, including 
Everyday Language, People, Housing, Food and Recreation, and 
more! Each unit includes phrases and expressions from everyday life 
that help put words and images in context.

•	Zoom-in/zoom-out feature allows students to better experience the 
vocabulary within each scene and image.

•	Bookmark any entry to easily search for terms.

•	Use the search function to quickly look up any term in the dictionary.

•	Available for iPhone/iPad. Unit 1 available free from the App Store.

 NEW  Oxford Advanced Learner’s 
Dictionary Code Version
Only available for institutions.

This app allows an educational institution using tablets for Android 
or BlackBerry® devices to purchase the Oxford Advanced Learner’s 
Dictionary app for students to use on a one-year or perpetual licence. 

Further information available at www.oup.com/elt/fingertips

 NEW  Oxford Learner’s Reference Library
Only available for institutions.

This app allows an educational institution using iPod touch, iPhones 
or iPads to purchase the Oxford Advanced Learner’s Dictionary, Dicionário 
Oxford Escolar, Diccionario Oxford Pocket, Dizionario Oxford Study, Oxford 
Wordpower Dictionary for Arabic-speaking learners of English or Practical 
English Usage for students to use on a one-year or perpetual licence. 

•	Institution purchases access codes for students to use the app. 

•	Students download the free Oxford Learner’s Reference Library app, 
and enter the code to download the dictionary content.

Further information available at www.oup.com/elt/fingertips

For institutional purposes only. Equip your school devices with the 
apps you want your students to use.

Further information available from www.oup.com/elt/fingertips

iPad, iPhone, and iPod touch are trademarks of Apple Inc., 
registered in the U.S. and other countries. 

M	Rated as one of 2013’s 
top ten educational apps 
by eSchoolNews

 See also Oxford Advanced American 
Dictionary page 90

 See also Oxford Picture 
Dictionary page 90
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Oxford Basic English 
Dictionary
Fourth Edition

elementary	and	pre-IntermedIate	(a1–a2)

Oxford Essential Dictionary
Second Edition

elementary	and	pre-IntermedIate	(a1–a2)

Over 24,000 words, phrases and meanings.

•	2,000 most important and useful words to learn at this level marked 
as keywords. 

•	500 Focus Notes on spelling, grammar and pronunciation help 
learners avoid mistakes.

•	13,000 examples help students use words correctly.

•	16-page colour Picture Dictionary section and 16-page study 
section give extra help on topics such as talking on the telephone, 
letter writing, and talking about dates and numbers.

Essential Dictionary CD-ROM

•	Search the complete A–Z dictionary.

•	Hear spoken British and American pronunciation of all the 
words and listen to thousands of spoken examples at keyword 
entries.

•	Prepare for exams like KET, and the Starters, Movers, and Flyers 
Tests with the games and exercises.

•	Includes iGuide, an interactive tutorial to help you explore 
dictionary entries.

Oxford Essential Dictionary, Second Edition 978 0 19 433399 3
Oxford Essential Dictionary, Second Edition 
with CD-ROM 978 0 19 433403 7

 See also Cambridge Young Learners English Tests page 82

Oxford Student’s Dictionary 
for learners using English to study other subjects

Third Edition
M	Joint Winner, English-Speaking Union’s Duke of Edinburgh English 

Language Book Award 2008 (Second Edition)

Upper-IntermedIate	to	advanced	(B2–c1)

52,000 words, phrases and meanings.

Helps students learn the vocabulary they need to use English to study 
other subjects (biology, history, mathematics, etc.). 

•	Collocations boxes show how to talk and write about topics (e.g. art, 
describing trends, the legal system, health).

•	 Oxford 3000™, the most important words that students need to 
know, marked with a .

•	All words from the Academic Word List are marked to help with 
academic writing.

•	40 reference pages develop academic writing and study skills.

•	Hundreds of diagrams and illustrations.

Student’s Dictionary CD-ROM

•	Search the complete Oxford Student’s Dictionary and the Oxford 
Learner’s Wordfinder Dictionary.

•	Search the words needed for each subject area in the Topic 
Dictionary.

•	Create your own glossaries and word lists in the My Topics 
Dictionary and add your own notes to entries.

•	Vocabulary-building and exam practice exercises.

•	iGuide, an interactive tutorial to help you explore dictionary 
entries.

A lower-price version of the Oxford Essential 
Dictionary. Only available in certain countries.

Oxford Basic English Dictionary, Fourth Edition 978 0 19 433366 5

Oxford
Student’S  
dictionary

2

for learners using English  
to study other subjects
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More words and more support to help you use  
english to study other subjects 

Upper-Intermediate to Advanced
• Over 52,000 words, phrases and meanings in British and 

American English with curricular words highlighted
• Over 500 new words from address bar to zero-carbon
• Collocations and thesaurus boxes help you to expand  

your vocabulary
• 40 reference pages support your academic writing and improve 

your study skills
• Over 200 diagrams and illustrations help you to understand  

and describe scientific and technical processes
• Oxford 3000TM keywords show you the most important  

words to learn
• Words from the Academic Word List are clearly marked

The words you need to study . . .
Art, Biology, Business Studies, Computing, Geography, History, 
Literature, Mathematics, Music, Science, Sport, Travel and  Tourism 
and much more . . . in English!

Recommended for CLIL, bilingual or vocational schools 
Recommended for IELTS and TOEFL®

1

www.oup.com/elt
with CD-ROM

with CD-ROM

Oxford – the world’s authority on the English language

1pt keyline round box, 
dimensions: 26x40mm

align with bar code at the foot 
of the cover if possible

typeface: opentype cachet, 
converted to outline here

colours should be chosen to 
match the design of the cover

ensure that 
oxfordenglishtesting.com 
is highly legible

  

PUB2  >  ADULT DES WIP  >  oxfordenglishtesting  >  oxfordenglishtesting logo for back covers.ai

guidelines for use on back covers:

CD-ROM runs on:
• Windows XP, Windows Vista  

and Windows 7, Mac OS X 10.4 – 10.7  
and Linux operating systems.

• For further details see  
www.oup.com/elt/dicts/students3e

3rd Edition

Ideal for CLIL /  
bilingual schools 
IELTS • TOEFL®

4331357 OSD_cover_+CD.indd   1 31/05/2012   10:22
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1
Please contact 

www.oup.com/elt/dicts/help 
if you need help installing 

or using this CD-ROM

  Contains
•Oxford Student’s 
  Dictionary
•Oxford Wordfinder 
  Dictionary
•Topic Dictionary
•My Topics Dictionary
•Picture and videos
•Exercises
•Genie Minimum requirements: 

Microsoft Windows™ 2000, Windows XP™, or Windows 
Vista™; 300MHz Intel Pentium or compatible processor; 

128MB RAM (256MB recommended)

www.oxfordenglishtesting.com

Oxford
Student’S

dictionary

Oxford Student’s Dictionary for learners using English to study other subjects, Third Edition
Paperback with CD-ROM 978 0 19 433135 7
Paperback 978 0 19 433138 8
Special Price Edition (only available in certain countries) 978 0 19 433136 4
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•	Look up words you know in Wordfinder to discover words you don’t 
know.

•	Use the Genie to look up words when you are online or using a 
Word document.

•	Use Topics to view entries from Wordpower under topic headings, for 
example all words connected with computing or the environment.

•	Games and exercises help learners build vocabulary and prepare for 
exams.

•	Access to two free online practice tests (PET or FCE) on 
www.oxfordenglishtesting.com.

•	 NEW  iGuide, an interactive tutorial to help you explore dictionary 
entries.
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Oxford Business English Dictionary
Paperback 978 0 19 431584 5
Paperback with CD-ROM 978 0 19 431617 0

This is the dictionary that gets results by developing writing skills and 
building vocabulary.

•	Oxford 3000™ keywords – the most useful words to know – clearly 
marked.

•	Help Notes provide information to help students avoid errors.

•	24 Exam Tips help students prepare for exams.

•	Topic Notes on social networking, blogs, podcasts, etc., give 
information, as well as extending vocabulary.

•	16-page Oxford Writing Tutor helps students plan, write and review 
their written work.

Oxford Wordpower Dictionary 
Fourth Edition
M	Shortlisted for the British Council Innovation in Learner Resources   
 Award 2013

IntermedIate	to	Upper-IntermedIate	(B1–B2)

Oxford Wordpower CD-ROM with 
new Oxford iWriter
•	 NEW  Oxford iWriter provides intermediate students with the help 

they need to plan, write and review different types of writing, 
including essays, articles, reviews, letters and emails.

•	Search the complete A–Z dictionary.
Oxford Wordpower Dictionary, Fourth Edition 978 0 19 439798 8
Oxford Wordpower Dictionary, Fourth Edition Pack (with CD-ROM) 978 0 19 439823 7

Oxford
Wordpower  
Dictionary

O
xford 

W
ordp

ow
er

Dictionary

NEW 4TH EDITION

Oxford iWriter

2 Oxford iWriter
Improve your writing with 

with1

www.oup.com/elt

The dictionary that gets results
Intermediate to Upper-Intermediate

Oxford Wordpower develops your writing skills and builds your vocabulary. It helps 
you learn the most important words to know in English with the Oxford 3000™ 
keywords. Illustrations help you understand difficult words and extend your topic 
vocabulary. New notes and two free online practice tests prepare you for the 
Cambridge Exams: Preliminary and First. 

NEW Oxford Writing Tutor and Oxford iWriter 
(on CD-ROM) show you how to
• Plan, write and review essays, articles, reviews, 

letters and emails 
• Structure your work, using models provided
• Choose the right language 

NEW for the 4th edition
• Oxford Writing Tutor
• 500+ new words 
• New topic notes (blog, podcast, smartphone, etc.) 
• 30 exam tips 

Oxford Wordpower CD-ROM with Oxford iWriter
• Complete A-Z dictionary 
• 100s of colour illustrations
• iGuide helps you explore an entry
• Oxford Wordfinder Dictionary 
• Topic Dictionary
• Games and exercises 
• Genie looks up words in documents or online

CD-ROM runs on:
Windows XP, Windows Vista and Windows 7, Mac OS X 10.4 –10.7  
and Linux operating systems. For further details see 
www.oup.com/elt/dicts/wordpower4e

Oxford – the world’s authority on the English language

the edge of the cliffs. 2 [I] to decrease suddenly and
quickly: Share prices plunged overnight.
 plunge into sth/in 1 to jump into sth,
especially with force: He ran to the river and plunged
in. 2 to start doing sth with energy and enthusiasm:
Think carefully before you plunge into buying a house.
plunge sth into sth/in to push sth suddenly and
with force into sth: She plunged the knife deep into his
chest.
plunge sb/sth into sth to cause sb/sth to suddenly
be in the state mentioned: The country has been
plunged into chaos by the floods.

plunge2 /plʌndʒ/ noun [C] a sudden jump, drop
or fall: the plunge in house prices
 take the plunge (informal) to decide to do sth
difficult after thinking about it for quite a long time:
After going out together for five years, they took the
plunge and got married.

pluperfect /ˌpluːˈpɜːfɪkt/ = past perfect

plural /ˈplʊərəl/ noun [C] (abbr pl.) the form of a
noun, verb, etc. which refers to more than one per-
son or thing: The plural of ‘boat’ is ‘boats’.  The verb
should be in the plural.  plural adj  look at sin-
gular

 plus1 /plʌs/ prep 1 and; added to: Two plus two is
four (2 + 2 = 4).  minus 2 in addition to; and
also: You have to work five days a week plus every
other weekend.

 plus2 /plʌs/ noun [C] 1 an advantage of a situation:
My work is five minutes from my house, which is a
definite plus. 2 the symbol (+) used in mathematics:
He put a plus instead of a minus.  minus

 plus3 /plʌs/ adj [only after a noun] 1 or more: I’d
say there were 30000 plus at the match. 2 [not
before a noun] (used for marking work done by stu-
dents) slightly above: I got a B plus (= B+) for my
homework.  minus

plush /plʌʃ/ adj (informal) comfortable and expen-
sive: a plush hotel

Pluto /ˈpluːtəʊ/ noun [sing] the name of a large
round object in space which orbits (= goes around)
the sun

CULTURE

Pluto was known as the ninth planet in the solar
system until 2006.

plutonium /pluːˈtəʊniəm/ noun [U] (symbol Pu)
a chemical element that is used in nuclear weapons
and in producing nuclear energy

ply /plaɪ/ verb [I,T] (plying; plies; pt, pp plied) to try
to sell services or goods to people, especially on the
street: Boat owners were plying their trade to passing
tourists.  to ply for business
 ply sb with sth to keep giving sb food and
drink, or asking sb questions: They plied us with food
from the moment we arrived.

plywood /ˈplaɪwʊd/ noun [U] board made by
sticking several thin layers of wood together

PM abbr = prime minister
 p.m. (AmE also P.M.) /ˌpiː ˈem/ abbr (from Latin)

post meridiem; after midday: The appointment is at
3 p.m. look at a.m.
pneumatic /njuːˈmætɪk/ adj 1 filled with air: a
pneumatic tyre 2 worked by air under pressure: a
pneumatic drill

pneumonia /njuːˈməʊniə/ noun [U] a serious ill-
ness of the lungs which makes breathing difficult

PO /ˌpiː ˈəʊ/ abbr [in compounds] = post office: a PO
box

poach /pəʊtʃ/ verb [T] 1 to cook food gently in
liquid: poached eggs/fish 2 to hunt animals illegally
on sb else’s land: The men were caught poaching
elephants. 3 to take an idea from sb else and use it
as though it is your own 4 to take workers from
another company in an unfair way
poacher /ˈpəʊtʃə(r)/ noun [C] a person who
hunts animals illegally on sb else’s land

PO box /piː ˈəʊ bɒks/ noun [C] a place in a post
office where letters, packages, etc. are kept until
they are collected by the person they were sent to:
The address is PO Box 4287, Nairobi, Kenya.

 pocket1 /ˈpɒkɪt/ noun [C] 1 a piece of cloth like a
small bag that is sewn inside or on a piece of cloth-
ing and is used for carrying things in: He always
walks with his hands in his trouser pockets.  a pocket
dictionary/calculator (= one small enough to fit in
your pocket)  picture on page P16 2 a small bag
or container that is fixed to the inside of a car door,
suitcase, etc. and used for putting things in: There
are safety instructions in the pocket of the seat in front
of you. 3 used to talk about the amount of money
that you have to spend: They sell cars to suit every
pocket.  He had no intention of paying for the meal
out of his own pocket. 4 a small area or group that
is different from its surroundings: a pocket of warm
air
 pick sb’s pocket pick1

pocket2 /ˈpɒkɪt/ verb [T] 1 to put sth in your
pocket: He took the letter and pocketed it quickly.
2 to steal or win money

ˈpocket money noun [U] (especially AmE allow-
ance) an amount of money that parents give a child
to spend, usually every week
pod /pɒd/ noun [C] the long, green part of some
plants, such as peas and beans, that contains the
seeds picture on page P12
podcast /ˈpɒdkɑːst/ noun [C] a recording of a
radio broadcast or a video that can be taken from
the Internet: I download podcasts of radio shows and
listen to them in the car.

TOPIC

Podcast
You can download a podcast to your computer
or portable MP3 player and watch or listen to it
whenever you want to. If you subscribe to a pod-
cast (= say that you want to receive regular
broadcasts), your computer will download each
new episode (= part) in a series.

[C] countable, a noun with a plural form: one book, two books [U] uncountable, a noun with no plural form: some sugar

P

plunge  podcast 532

swollen1 past participle of swell1

 swollen2 /ˈswəʊlən/ adj thicker or wider than
usual: Her ankle was badly swollen after she twisted it.

swoop /swuːp/ verb [I] 1 to fly or move down sud-
denly: The bird swooped down on its prey. 2 (used
especially about the police or the army) to visit or
capture sb/sth without warning: Police swooped at
dawn and arrested the man at his home.  swoop
noun [C] a swoop (on sb/sth)

swop = swap

sword /sɔːd/ noun [C] a long, very sharp metal
weapon, like a large knife

swore past tense of swear

sworn past participle of swear

swot1 /swɒt/ noun [C] (informal) a person who
studies too hard

swot2 /swɒt/ verb [I,T] (informal) (swotting; swot-
ted) swot (up) (for/on sth); swot sth up to study sth
very hard, especially to prepare for an exam: She’s
swotting for her final exams.

swum past participle of swim

swung past tense, past participle of swing1

syllable /ˈsɪləbl/ noun [C] a word or part of a word
which contains one vowel sound: ‘Mat’ has one syl-
lable and ‘mattress’ has two syllables.  The stress in
‘international’ is on the third syllable.

syllabus /ˈsɪləbəs/ noun [C] a list of subjects, etc.
that are included in a course of study look at cur-
riculum

 symbol /ˈsɪmbl/ noun [C] 1 a symbol (of sth) a
person, sign, object, etc. which represents sth: The
cross is the symbol of Christianity. 2 a symbol (for
sth) a letter, number or sign that has a particular
meaning: O is the symbol for oxygen.

symbolic /sɪmˈbɒlɪk/ (also symbolical /‑kl/) adj
used or seen to represent sth: The white dove is sym-
bolic of peace.  symbolically /‑kli/ adv

symbolism /ˈsɪmbəlɪzəm/ noun [U] the use of
symbols to represent things, especially in art and
literature

symbolize (also -ise) /ˈsɪmbəlaɪz/ verb [T] to rep-
resent sth: The deepest notes in music are often used
to symbolize danger or despair.

symmetric /sɪˈmetrɪk/ (also symmetrical /‑rɪkl/)
adj having two halves that match each other exactly
in size, shape, etc.  symmetrically /‑kli/ adv

symmetry /ˈsɪmətri/ noun [U] the state of having
two halves that match each other exactly in size,
shape, etc.

 sympathetic /ˌsɪmpəˈθetɪk/ adj 1 sympathetic
(to/towards sb) showing that you understand other
people’s feelings, especially their problems: When
Suki was ill, everyone was very sympathetic.  I felt
very sympathetic towards him.

Be careful. Sympathetic does not mean
‘friendly and pleasant’. If you want to express this
meaning, you say a person is nice or pleasant: I
met Alex’s sister yesterday. She’s very nice.

2 sympathetic (to sb/sth) being in agreement with
or supporting sb/sth: I explained our ideas but she
wasn’t sympathetic to them.  sympathetically /
‑kli/ adv

sympathize (also -ise) /ˈsɪmpəθaɪz/ verb [I] sym-
pathize (with sb/sth) 1 to feel sorry for sb; to show
that you understand sb’s problems: I sympathize
with her, but I don’t know what I can do to help.
2 to support sb/sth: I find it difficult to sympathize
with his opinions.

sympathizer (also -iser) /ˈsɪmpəθaɪzə(r)/ noun
[C] a person who agrees with and supports an idea
or aim

 sympathy /ˈsɪmpəθi/ noun (pl sympathies) 1 [U]
sympathy (for/towards sb) an understanding of
other people’s feelings, especially their problems:
Everyone feels great sympathy for the victims of the
attack.  I don’t expect any sympathy from you.  I
have no sympathy for Mark – it’s his own fault.
2 sympathies [pl] feelings of support or agreement:
Some members of the party have nationalist sympa-
thies.
 in sympathy (with sb/sth) in agreement,
showing that you support or approve of sb/sth:
Train drivers stopped work in sympathy with the strik-
ing bus drivers.

symphony /ˈsɪmfəni/ noun [C] (pl symphonies) a
long piece of music written for a large orchestra (= a
group of musicians who play together)

symptom /ˈsɪmptəm/ noun [C] 1 a change in
your body that is a sign of illness: The symptoms of
flu include a headache, a high temperature and aches
in the body.  note at ill 2 a sign (that sth bad is
happening or exists)  symptomatic /ˌsɪmptə
ˈmætɪk/ adj
synagogue /ˈsɪnəɡɒɡ/ noun [C] a building where
Jewish people go to worship or to study their reli-
gion

synchronize (also -ise) /ˈsɪŋkrənaɪz/ verb [T] to
make sth happen or work at the same time or speed:
We synchronized our watches to make sure we agreed
what the time was.

syndicate /ˈsɪndɪkət/ noun [C] a group of people
or companies that work together in order to achieve
a particular aim

syndrome /ˈsɪndrəʊm/ noun [C] 1 a group of
signs or changes in the body that are typical of an
illness: Down’s syndrome  Acquired Immune Defi-
ciency Syndrome (AIDS) 2 a set of opinions or a
way of behaving that is typical of a particular type
of person, attitude or social problem

synonym /ˈsɪnənɪm/ noun [C] a word or phrase
that has the same meaning as another word or
phrase in the same language: ‘Big’ and ‘large’ are
synonyms.  synonymous /sɪˈnɒnɪməs/ adj syn-
onymous (with sth) (figurative): Wealth is not always
synonymous with happiness. look at antonym
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Oxford Learner’s 
Pocket Dictionary
Fourth Edition

IntermedIate	to	advanced	
(B1–c2)

38,000 words, phrases and 
meanings.

Essential information on basic 
English vocabulary in a pocket-
sized book. Includes 38,000 
words, phrases and meanings 
with corpus-based examples 
and grammar information.

Oxford Learner’s Pocket 
Dictionary, Fourth 
Edition

978 0 19 439872 5

Oxford Learner’s 
Pocket Thesaurus
Upper-IntermedIate	to	
advanced	(B2–c2)

Essential information about 
25,000 synonyms and 
opposites in a handy pocket-
sized book. Based on the 
Oxford Learner’s Thesaurus (see 
page 88).

Oxford Learner’s Pocket 
Thesaurus

978 0 19 475204 6

Oxford Learner’s 
Pocket Dictionary 
of Business English
IntermedIate	to	advanced	
(B1–c2)

A pocket-sized dictionary of 
Business English based on 
the Oxford Business English 
Dictionary.

Oxford Learner’s Pocket 
Dictionary of Business 
English

978 0 19 431733 7

 See also Oxford Learner’s Pocket 
Word Skills page 95
Oxford Learner’s Pocket 
Verbs and Tenses  
page 95

Oxford Business English 
Dictionary 
for learners of English 
IntermedIate	to	advanced	(B1–c2)

All the help and information learners need to 
do business in British or American English. 

Includes over 30,000 words, phrases and 
meanings from a wide variety of business 
areas.

Oxford Primary Dictionary for 
Eastern Africa
elementary	to	pre-IntermedIate

More than 16,500 words and phrases, including 
the vocabulary used in the primary school English 
syllabus in Eastern Africa.

Oxford Primary Dictionary for Eastern Africa 978 0 19 450100 2
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Oxford Collocations 
Dictionary
for students of English

Upper-IntermedIate	to	advanced	(B2–c2)

Shows the words that work together to help 
students write and speak natural-sounding 
English.

Shows over 250,000 common word 
combinations (collocations) essential for 
natural-sounding British and American 
English.

•	Based on the Oxford English Corpus, a 
two-billion word corpus that provides 
authoritative information on the most 
typical collocations.

•	Collocations only found in British or 
American English are clearly labelled.

•	75,000 examples, using British and 
American English, show how collocations 
work in context.

•	Collocations are grouped according to part 
of speech and meaning. 

•	Usage notes show collocations shared 
by sets of words such as languages and 
seasons. 

•	16-page study section.

Oxford Learner’s 
Thesaurus
A dictionary of synonyms
M	Shortlisted for the British Council ELT 

Innovation Award 2009

Upper-IntermedIate	to	advanced	(B2–c2)

No two words are exactly the same. This 
learner’s thesaurus helps students distinguish 
between over 17,000 similar words and 
expressions, and use them correctly. 

The 2,000 entries:

•	include between three and ten near-
synonyms, showing the differences between 
them in terms of meaning, grammar, register, 
collocations and frequency.

•	help students understand the differences 
between familiar words such as easy and 
simple while learning expressions, such as 
effortless, painless and plain sailing.

•	provide over 4,000 notes to enable 
students to distinguish between very close 
synonyms, choose the best word for the 
context, and use it correctly.

The Thesaurus also includes: 

•	an alphabetical index and a topic index.

•	16 study pages focusing on topics, with 
exam-style exercises.

The CD-ROM contains the complete 
thesaurus, and over 250 practice exercises.

Oxford Collocations Dictionary Pack 
(Dictionary and CD-ROM)

978 0 19 432538 7

Collocations Dictionary CD-ROM

•	Searchable index that makes it 
easy to find the collocation you are 
looking for. 

•	Pop-up definitions of every word 
included in the dictionary, with 
spoken pronunciation of British and 
American English.

•	Search the complete dictionary.

•	Practice exercises.

Oxford Learner’s Thesaurus Pack (Book and 
CD-ROM)

978 0 19 475200 8

Black plate (469,1)

etc. | traffic | bus, express (AmE), HOV (= high-occupancy
vehicle) | bicycle (AmE), cycle (BrE)

VERB + LANE change, get in (BrE), switch (esp. AmE) x I hate
changing ~s when the traffic is heavy. x Get in ~ early when
turning off. | keep in, stay in (both BrE)

LANE + NOUN closures (esp. BrE), restrictions (BrE) x

Commuters can expect ~ closures for a while longer.
PREP. in (the) ~ x The bus was crawling along in the slow ~.

NOTE

Languages

excellent ... , fluent ... , good ... , perfect ... x He speaks
fluent Japanese.

bad ... , broken ... , poor... x I got by with broken Chinese
and sign language.

colloquial ... , idiomatic ... , non-standard ... , pidgin ... ,
standard ... x The inhabitants speak a kind of pidgin
Spanish.

spoken ... , written ... x My spoken Polish is better than my
written Polish.

business ... x She is doing a course in business English.
original ... x The fable is translated from the original
French.

know... , read ... , speak ... , understand ... , use ... x I
am more comfortable using Spanish, if you don’t mind.

be fluent in ... x She was fluent in German, Urdu and
Swahili.

do... (esp. BrE), learn ... , study... x I did German at
school but I’ve forgotten most of it. x I’ve been learning
Arabic for four years.

improve ... , practise/practice ... x I spent a month in
Rome to improve my Italian.

master ... x I never really mastered Latin.
translate sth into... x He has translated her latest book
into Korean.
... class, ... course, ... lesson x I’m late for my Russian
class.
... interpreter x the need for Gujarati interpreters
... speaker, a speaker of ... x the number of Portuguese
speakers in the world

a command of ... , a knowledge of ... x He has a poor
command of English.

in ... x What is ‘apple ’ in French? x He addressed me in his
best Portuguese.

a See also the note at SUBJECT

language noun

1 system of communication
ADJ. first, native x She grew up in Mexico, so her first ~ is
Spanish. | foreign, second x How many foreign ~s does she
speak? x the teaching of English as a second ~ | original x

Most local cinemas show films in the original ~, with German
subtitles. | source, target (both technical) | ancient,
classical, dead x Latin is a dead ~. | modern | common,
shared | indigenous, local | official x Belgium has two
official ~s. | national x Portuguese is the national ~ of
Brazil. | dominant | international, universal | minority x

Some minority ~s are dying out. | natural x Computers will
never be able to understand natural ~. | strange, unknown
x manuscripts written in an unknown ~ | computer,
programming

VERB + LANGUAGE speak | know, understand | use | learn,
study | teach | master

LANGUAGE + NOUN acquisition, development, learning x new
methods of ~ learning | course, lesson | skill | barrier

PHRASES command of (a) ~, knowledge of (a) ~, mastery of
(a) ~ x Her command of ~ is very advanced for a six-year-old.
2 way of using language
ADJ. spoken, written x She could speak some Chinese, but
never studied the written ~. | colloquial, everyday, informal
| formal | expressive, flowery, literary, poetic | figurative,

symbolic | everyday, plain, simple x His strength is that he
addresses his readers in plain ~. | vague | racist, sexist |
sign x Not all deaf people use sign ~. | body x You could tell
from his body ~ that he was very embarrassed. | legal,
technical | biblical | harsh x She reserved her harshest ~ for
those she believed had betrayed her. | bad, colourful/
colorful, crude, foul, obscene, offensive, strong, vulgar x

people using foul ~
VERB + LANGUAGE use | be couched in, be expressed in |
mind, watch x The referee told the players to mind their ~.

PREP. in ...~ x His letter was couched in very formal ~.
PHRASES use of ~ x The writer’s use of ~ reflects the
personality of each character.

lantern noun

VERB + LANTERN light, shine x He shone his ~ into the dark
room. | hang x They saw people hanging paper ~s from their
windows. | carry, hold x She carried a ~ to light her way.

LANTERN + VERB burn, glow, light sth, shine x A ~ lit the small
room. | hang x The ~ hung from the roof.

lap noun circuit
ADJ. first, opening (BrE) | final, last | victory x I skated a
victory ~ around the rink. | fast (esp. BrE) x The fastest ~ was
completed at 208 mph.

VERB + LAP complete, do, finish, take x He took a quick ~
around the empty rink. | race, run, swim (AmE) x He was
swimming ~s in the pool.

LAP + NOUN record (BrE) x He set a new ~ record. | pool (AmE)
x an indoor heated ~ pool

PREP. on the ...~ x He tripped and fell on the final ~.
PHRASES a ~ of honour/honor x The winner did a ~ of
honour/honor.

lap verb

ADV. gently, softly
PREP. against x The waves lapped gently against the side of the
ship. | around x The water lapped around his ankles. | at x

The waves lapped at his feet. | over x The freezing water
lapped over her boots.

lapel noun

ADJ. narrow, wide x a coat with wide ~s
VERB + LAPEL be pinned to x A brooch was pinned to her ~.
LAPEL + NOUN badge (BrE), button (AmE), pin (esp. BrE)
PREP. in the/your ~ x He was wearing a carnation in his ~. |
on the/your ~ x a jacket with a pin on the ~

PHRASES grab sb by the ~s x He grabbed her by the ~s and
shook her violently.

lapse noun

1 small error; bad manners
ADJ. minor | major, serious x a serious ~ in judgment |
unfortunate | brief, momentary, temporary | sudden |
occasional, rare x Dawson’s occasional ~s of concentration |
memory, mental x I keep suffering these mental ~s. |
intelligence, security x the investigation into security ~s at
the laboratory | odd (BrE) x It was an odd ~ for one who is
normally so polite. | ethical, moral (both esp. AmE) x

allegations of ethical ~s
VERB + LAPSE have, suffer x I had a momentary ~ when I
couldn’t remember his name.

PREP. ~ in x a ~ in attention | ~ of x sudden ~s of
concentration
2 passing of time
ADJ. brief | long x I’m sorry for the long ~ of time between
updates. | time

PHRASES ~ of x after a considerable ~ of time x a time ~ of
three months

larder noun (esp. BrE)

ADJ. full, well-stocked | bare, empty | walk-in

469 larder

ALSO AVAILABLE
View these titles online

 See  www.oup.com/elt

Oxford Phrasal Verbs Dictionary 

Oxford Dictionary of Phrasal Verbs

Oxford Idioms Dictionary

Oxford Dictionary of English 
Idioms

Oxford Learner’s Wordfinder 
Dictionary

Oxford Photo Dictionary

Oxford Children’s Picture 
Dictionary
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Bilingual Learners’ Dictionaries
Oxford’s bilingual dictionaries are written exclusively for learners of English, and not for  
English-speaking learners of a foreign language.

•	The dictionary tells learners in detail what they need to know about English.

•	The entries are selected on the basis of frequency and relevance to the learner’s level and 
needs.

•	They are compiled by a team who have experience of teaching English in the relevant 
country, who know the exams that students are preparing for, and understand their problems.

•	Oxford bilingual learners’ dictionaries share the features of our monolingual learners’ 
dictionaries:
 – 	reliability guaranteed by corpus research.
 – 	active help with using English as well as understanding it.
 – 	numerous example sentences reflecting contemporary usage.
 – 	cultural notes, study pages and appendices on areas of particular interest.

Bilingual Learners’ 
Dictionaries  
ALSO AVAILABLE
View these titles online

 See  www.oup.com/elt

ARABIC
Oxford Wordpower Dictionary for Arabic- 
speaking learners of English
Oxford Elementary Learner’s Dictionary 
English-English-Arabic

CATALAN
Diccionari Oxford Pocket Català

CZECH
Oxford studijní slovník: výkladový slovník 
angličtiny s českým překladem

FRENCH
Dictionnaire Oxford Poche

GERMAN
Das große Oxford Wörterbuch, 
Second Edition with CD-ROM
Das Oxford Schulwörterbuch

GREEk
Oxford English–Greek Learner’s 
Dictionary
Oxford Greek–English Learner’s 
Dictionary
Oxford Learner’s Pocket Dictionary

HUNGARIAN
Oxford angol–magyar szótár 
nyelvtanulóknak

ITALIAN
Dizionario Oxford Study per studenti 
d’inglese

PERSIAN
Oxford Elementary Learner’s Dictionary 
English-English-Persian

POLISH
Oxford Wordpower: słownik angielsko–
polski/polsko–angielski
Oxford Pocket: słownik kieszonkowy

BRAZILIAN PORTUGUESE
Dicionário Oxford Escolar para 
estudantes brasileiros de inglês (Revised 
Edition)
Aprenda Definitivamente 100 Phrasal 
Verbs
Dicionário Oxford Pocket

EUROPEAN PORTUGUESE
Dicionário Oxford Pocket para estudantes 
de Inglês

SERBIAN
Oxford English-Serbian Student’s 
Dictionary

SPANISH
Diccionario Oxford Study
Diccionario Oxford Pocket para 
estudiantes de inglés
Diccionario Oxford de Phrasal Verbs
Diccionario Oxford Pocket  
Edición Latinoamericana 
Diccionario Oxford Pocket  
Edición Rioplatense
Diccionario Oxford Escolar para 
estudiantes mexicanos de inglés

Oxford Wordpower 
Dictionary
English-English-Turkish 

IntermedIate	(a2–B2)

English definitions and Turkish translations for 
each meaning of every word and phrase. 

Appendices on Irregular Verbs, Expressions 
using Numbers, Geographical Names and 
Pronunciation, etc.

CD-ROM allows students to:

•	Search the A–Z dictionary in English and 
Turkish.  

•	Build topic vocabulary using the Topic and 
Picture dictionaries.

•	Use the iGuide to explore the information 
in the entries.

•	Look up the meaning of a word when 
online or reading a Word document using 
the Genie.

•	Practise for exams with a free online 
practice test from  
www.oxfordenglishtesting.com.

• Do exercises, play games and develop their 
English with over 30 study pages, including 
Some Common Mistakes to Avoid and 
Wordpower Workout.

Oxford Wordpower Dictionary 
English–English–Turkish (Paperback with 
CD-ROM)

978 019 432340 6

 Oxford
 Wordpower  
 Dictionary

2

English-English-Turkish

CD-ROM with searchable  
English and Turkish

1
If you need help installing or 

using this CD-ROM, please go to 

www.oup.com/elt/dicts/help

System requirements: Microsoft 

Windows XP or Windows 7 

(32 bit); 500 MB – 650 MB disk 

space; 350 MHz processor 

(1 GHz recommended); 256MB 

RAM (1 GB recommended)

Oxford 

Wordpower Dictionary 

English-English-Turkish

Contents: 

Oxford Wordpower Dictionary 

English-English-Turkish

Topic Dictionary

Picture Dictionary

iGuide

Exercises

Testing

Games

Extras

Genie
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NEW

1

www.oup.com/elt

The dictionary that develops your language skills

The Oxford Wordpower Dictionary English-English-Turkish builds your 
vocabulary and helps you pronounce and use words correctly. Words 
are explained clearly, in English, with examples of how they are used. 
Each meaning of every word is translated into Turkish. You can look up 
words on the CD-ROM in either English or Turkish.

• 35,000 words and phrases  
from British and American English,  
and 52,000 translations

• Oxford 3000TM keywords show the most 
important words to learn.

• Over 37,000 examples show how 
words are used, and words that are used 
together.

• Over 5500 usage notes on grammar, 
confusable words, cultural points, etc. 

Search the CD-ROM in Turkish or English.

Spoken pronunciation in British or  
American English
Topic and Picture dictionaries 
Study pages, exercises and games 
The Genie looks up words online or in Word 
documents.
The iGuide shows the information in an entry.
Two free online practice tests  
(Cambridge English: Preliminary and First) at: 
oxfordenglishtesting.com 

The CD-ROM runs on: Windows XP, Windows 
Vista, Windows 7. For further details see: 
www.oup.com/eltdicts/turkishwordpower

Oxford – the world’s authority on the English language

money  profesyonel: a top golf professional 3
(informal pro) a person who has a lot of skill and
experience  profesyonel, usta: This was clearly
a job for a professional.

professionalism /prəˈfeʃənəlɪzəm/ noun [U] a
way of doing a job that shows great skill and
experience  profesyonellik, ustalık: We were
impressed by the professionalism of the staff.

professionally /prəˈfeʃənəli/ adv. 1 in a way that
shows great skill and experience  profesyonelce
2 for money; by a professional person  para kar-
şılığı; profesyonel olarak: Rob plays the saxo-
phone professionally.  to have your photograph
taken professionally

professor  /prəˈfesə(r)/ noun [C] (abbr. Prof.) 1 a
university teacher of the highest level  profesör:
Professor Toolen  She’s professor of English at
Bristol University. 2 (US) a teacher at a college or
university  öğretim görevlisi: a chemistry pro-
fessor

proficient /prəˈfɪʃnt/ adj. proficient (in/at sth/doing
sth) able to do a particular thing well; skilled  us-
ta;mahir, vâkıf:We are looking for someone who is
proficient in French.
 proficiency /prəˈfɪʃnsi/ noun [U] proficiency (in sth/
doing sth)  ustalık, yeterlik: a certificate of profi-
ciency in English

profile /ˈprəʊfaɪl/ noun [C] 1 sb’s face or head seen
from the side, not the front  yandan görünüş: I
did a sketch of him in profile. 2 a short descrip-
tion of sb/sth that gives useful information  öz-
geçmiş; profil: We’re building up a profile of our
average customer.  Be careful what you put on
your Facebook profile, as it isn’t always private.
 have/keep a high/low profile to have a way of
behaving that does/does not attract other people’s
attention  göze batmak/göze çarpmamak: I
don’t know much about the subject – I’m going
to keep a low profile at the meeting tomorrow.

profit1  /ˈprɒfɪt/ noun [C,U] the money that you
make when you sell sth for more than it cost you
 kâr, kazanç: Did you make a profit on your
house when you sold it?  I’m hoping to sell my
shares at a profit.  We won’t make much profit
in the first year.  LOSS

profit2 /ˈprɒfɪt/ verb [I,T] (formal) profit (from/by sth) to
get an advantage from sth; to give sb an advantage
 kazanç sağlamak, yararlanmak:Who will profit
most from the tax reforms?  People on low
incomes are hoping the changes will profit them.

profitable /ˈprɒfɪtəbl/ adj. 1 that makes money
 kârlı, kazançlı: a profitable business 2 helpful
or useful  yararlı:We had a profitable discussion
yesterday.
 profitably /‑əbli/ adv.  kârlı biçimde; yararlı bi-
çimde: to invest money profitably  to spend your
time profitably  profitability /ˌprɒfɪtəˈbɪləti/ noun
[U]  kârlılık; yararlılık

profound /prəˈfaʊnd/ adj. 1 very great; that you
feel very strongly  derin, esaslı: The experience
had a profound influence on her. 2 needing or
showing a lot of knowledge or thought  derin,
derinliği olan: He’s always making profound
statements about the meaning of life.
 profoundly adv.  son derece; derinden: I was
profoundly relieved to hear the news.

profuse /prəˈfjuːs/ adj. (formal) given or produced
in great quantity  çok, bol: profuse apologies
 profusely adv.  çok, bol bol: She apologized pro-

fusely for being late.  The blood was flowing pro-
fusely (oluk gibi).

profusion /prəˈfjuːʒn/ noun [sing., with sing. or pl.
verb, U] (formal) a very large quantity of sth  büyük
miktar: a profusion of colours  Roses grew in
profusion against the old wall.  ABUNDANCE

program1  /ˈprəʊɡræm/ noun [C] 1 a set of
instructions that you give to a computer so that
it will do a particular task  (bilg.) program: to
write a program

Bilgisayar programı hem Amerikan hem de
İngiliz İngilizcesi’nde program şeklinde yazılır.
Programın öbür anlamlarındaki yazılışı ise
İngiliz İngilizcesi’nde programme, Amerikan
İngilizcesi’nde program’dır.

2 (US) = PROGRAMME1

program2  /ˈprəʊɡræm/ verb [T] (programming;
programmed; US also programing; programed) to give
a set of instructions to a computer  (bilg.) prog-
ramlamak

programme1  (US program) /ˈprəʊɡræm/ noun
[C] 1 a plan of things to do  program, plan, ta-
sarı: What’s (on) your programme today?  The
leaflet outlines the government’s programme of
educational reforms. 2 a show or other item that
is sent out on the radio or TV  (radyo, televizyon
vb.) program: a TV/radio programme  There’s a
programme I want to watch on the other channel.
 We’ve just missed an interesting programme on
elephants.  note at TELEVISION 3 a little book or
piece of paper which you get at a concert, a sports
event, etc. that gives you information about what
you are going to see  (konser, oyun vb.) program:
a theatre programme  note at PROGRAM1

programme2 (US program) /ˈprəʊɡræm/ verb [T]
(programming; programmed; US also programing; pro-
gramed) 1 to plan for sth to happen at a particular
time  ayarlamak: The road is programmed for
completion next May. 2 to make sb/sth work or
act automatically in a particular way  program-
lamak: The lights are programmed to come on as
soon as it gets dark.

programmer /ˈprəʊɡræmə(r)/ noun [C] a person
whose job is to write programs for a computer
 (bilg.) programcı: a computer programmer

progress1  /ˈprəʊɡres; US ˈprɒɡ‑; ‑ɡrəs/ noun [U]
1 movement forwards or towards achieving sth
 ilerleme: Anna’s making progress at school.
 to make slow/steady/rapid/good progress  a
progress report 2 change or improvement in soci-
ety  gelişme, ilerleme, kalkınma: scientific pro-
gress
 in progress happening now  sürmekte:
Silence! Examination in progress.

progress2  /prəˈɡres/ verb [I] 1 to become bet-
ter; to develop (well)  ileri gitmek; gelişmek,
ilerlemek:Medical knowledge has progressed rap-
idly in the last twenty years.  ADVANCE2 2 to
move forward; to continue  ilerlemek; devam
etmek: I got more and more tired as the evening
progressed.  GO ON

progression /prəˈɡreʃn/ noun [C,U] (a) progression
(from sth) (to sth)movement forward or a develop-
ment from one stage to another  gelişme, sıra-
lanma: You’ve made the progression from beginner
to intermediate level.

ʊ put uː too u usual aɪ my aʊ now eɪ pay əʊ go ɔɪ boy ɪə near eə hair ʊə pure
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TURkISH

Diccionario Oxford 
Pocket
para estudiantes latinoamericanos de 
inglés

elementary	to	IntermedIate	(a1–	B1)

New bilingual learners’ dictionary specifically 
designed for Latin American students of 
English. 

•	Fully updated with all the words today’s 
students of English need.

•	Translations in Latin American Spanish.

•	Broad coverage of American and British 
English.

•	Oxford 3000™ keywords show students the 
most important words to learn.

•	Focus on vocabulary development and 
dictionary skills, with new  “I can…” pages.

Interactive CD-ROM allows students to:

•	Listen to and practise pronunciation of all 
English headwords.

•	Find out how the dictionary works with the 
new iGuide.

•	Build topic vocabulary with Topic and 
Picture Dictionaries.

•	Look up words on the Internet and in 
documents with Genie instant look-up.

SPANISH

  NEW 

Diccionario Oxford Pocket para estudiantes 
latinoamericanos de inglés (Paperback with 
CD-ROM)

978 019 433733 5  See also Bilingual Dictionaries apps page 84
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The Basic Oxford 
Picture Dictionary
Second Edition

BegInner
margot	gramer

A topic-based picture dictionary 
programme that reflects the 
needs of beginner-level adult 
and young adult students.

Oxford Picture 
Dictionary
Second Edition
M	Winner American Inhouse 

Design Award

BegInner	to	IntermedIate
Jayme	adelSon-goldSteIn	
and	norma	SHapIro

A popular picture dictionary for 
young adult and adult learners, 
available in 13 bilingual editions, 
that builds vocabulary and 
develops critical-thinking skills.

•	Clear, vibrant illustrations 
define over 4,000 words and 
phrases. 

•	Practice activities enable 
students to immediately use 
the target vocabulary. 

•	Intro pages, Story pages, 
and More Verbs and Phrases 
sections help learners improve 
their vocabulary as well as 
reading, critical-thinking and 
speaking skills.

Reading Library
Nine readers based on topics in 
the Oxford Picture Dictionary with 
narratives on issues including 
society, study and the workplace.

Interactive CD-ROM
Available online and on CD-ROM, 
the Oxford Picture Dictionary 
Interactive offers students over 
300 hours of individual practice.

Classroom 
Presentation Tool
This interactive teaching resource 
for whole-class instruction 
builds active vocabulary through 
teacher-directed guided practice.

Oxford American Dictionaries
Oxford Basic American Dictionary for learners of English with CD-ROM 978 0 19 439969 2
Oxford American Dictionary for learners of English with CD-ROM 978 0 19 439972 2
Oxford Advanced American Dictionary for learners of English with CD-ROM 978 0 19 439966 1
Oxford American Dictionary Vocabulary Builder 978 0 19 439995 1

Search the full A–Z and picture dictionary using the CD-ROM for each 
level and hear words spoken.

www.oaadonline.com
Access the complete A–Z of the Oxford Advanced American Dictionary 
online.

•	Hear all the headwords spoken in American English to practise 
pronunciation.

•	See all the pictures from the dictionary and explore related 
illustrated words.

•	Access the Oxford 3000™ list, the Academic Word List and all usage 
notes.

•	Use the Oxford Text Checker to assess the vocabulary content of a 
text before using it in class. 

•	Set up a search box on your own website for quick access to 
www.oaadonline.com.

Oxford American 
Dictionaries
for learners of English

lower-IntermedIate	to	advanced	(a1–c2)

These dictionaries are the key to academic success. They build 
language skills, covering the most important words for general 
and academic English, and developing content-area vocabulary for 
studying other subjects in English.

•	Colour illustrations make it easy to understand more difficult words.

•	Note boxes help with synonyms, words that go together, vocabulary 
building, etc.

•	Oxford Writing Tutor and interactive Oxford iWriter help students 
improve their writing skills (Oxford American Dictionary and Oxford 
Advanced American Dictionary only).

Oxford ESL 
Dictionary
for learners of English 

IntermedIate	(B1–B2)

Builds students’ vocabulary and 
develops writing skills – the keys 
to academic success. 

•	Includes Canadian spellings, as 
well as Canadian English words 
such as Mountie and toonie.

•	The Oxford Writing Tutor 
(included in the print 
dictionary) and the Oxford 
iWriter on the CD-ROM show 
students how to plan, write 
and review different types of 
writing.

•	Oxford 3000™ words (the 
most important words to 
know in English), content 
area vocabulary (math, social 
studies, science, etc.) and 
Academic Word List words are 
clearly labelled.

•	Includes 42,000 words, phrases, 
and meanings, plus 35,000 
examples to show how words 
are used.   

•	CD-ROM with searchable 
A–Z, picture and topic 
vocabulary dictionaries, spoken 
headwords, “record your own 
pronunciation” feature and 
Oxford iWriter.

Oxford iWriter on CD-ROM
Oxford iWriter shows students how to plan, write and review their 
written work. Only available on the dictionary CD-ROMs for Oxford 
American Dictionary and Oxford Advanced American Dictionary.

Oxford American Dictionary Vocabulary 
Builder
IntermedIate	to	advanced
KeItH	FolSe

50 lessons with more than 100 activities to help students consolidate 
and extend their vocabulary and achieve academic success. Write-in 
exercises make it suitable for class or home study.

 See also Oxford Picture Dictionary 
app page 85

Oxford ESL Dictionary  
(with CD-ROM)

978 0 19 439414 7

 See also Oxford Advanced American Dictionary app page 85
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The Basic Oxford Picture Dictionary, Second Edition
Monolingual English Edition 978 0 19 437232 9
English-Spanish Edition 978 0 19 437235 0
Teacher’s Book 978 0 19 437237 4
Dictionary Audio CDs 978 0 19 438598 5
Teacher’s Resource Book 978 0 19 434469 2
Teacher’s Resource Book Audio CDs 978 0 19 438599 2
Workbook 978 0 19 434567 5
Picture Cards 978 0 19 434565 1
Literacy Program 978 0 19 434573 6

Oxford Picture Dictionary, Second Edition
Monolingual English Edition 978 0 19 436976 3
English-Arabic Edition 978 0 19 474010 4
English-Brazilian Portuguese Edition 978 0 19 474011 1
English-Chinese Edition 978 0 19 474012 8
English-Farsi Edition 978 0 19 474020 3
English-French Edition 978 0 19 474013 5
English-Haitian Creole Edition 978 0 19 474014 2
English-Japanese Edition 978 0 19 474015 9
English-Korean Edition 978 0 19 474016 6
English-Russian Edition 978 0 19 474017 3
English-Spanish Edition 978 0 19 474009 8
English-Thai Edition 978 0 19 474018 0
English-Urdu Edition 978 0 19 474021 0
English-Vietnamese Edition 978 0 19 474019 7
Low-Beginning Workbook Pack 978 0 19 474040 1
High-Beginning Workbook Pack 978 0 19 474044 9
Low-Intermediate Workbook Pack 978 0 19 474048 7
Lesson Plans 978 0 19 474022 7
Classic Classroom Activities 978 0 19 474023 4
Vocabulary Teaching Handbook 978 0 19 474024 1
Assessment Program Pack 978 0 19 430196 1
Dictionary Audio CDs 978 0 19 474053 1
Overhead Transparencies 978 0 19 474060 9
OPDi online with English Dictionary (12 months access) 978 0 19 474069 2
OPDi online with Spanish Dictionary (12 months access) 978 0 19 474073 9
OPDi online Student Access only (12 months access) 978 0 19 474071 5
OPDi CD-ROM (single user licence) 978 0 19 474025 8
OPDi CD-ROM (network licence) 978 0 19 474026 5
Classroom Presentation Tool 978 0 19 474052 4

Oxford Picture Dictionary Reading Library
Annette Succeeds in Class 978 0 19 474035 7
A Big Night at Maria’s Café 978 0 19 474033 3
A Busy Morning at the Bank 978 0 19 474032 6
Driving in the City 978 0 19 474031 9
Finding Good Childcare 978 0 19 474036 4
Healthy Eating 978 0 19 474038 8
An Important Guest at the Shelton Hotel 978 0 19 474037 1
Math and Max 978 0 19 474034 0
A New World at the Library 978 0 19 474030 2
Library Pack (9 readers) 978 0 19 474039 5
Audio CDs 978 0 19 474059 3

Oxford Picture Dictionary Content Areas for Kids, Second Edition
English Dictionary 978 0 19 401775 6
English-Spanish Edition 978 0 19 401777 0
English-Spanish Edition e-book 978 0 19 401795 4
Teacher’s Edition 978 0 19 401780 0
Workbook 978 0 19 401779 4
Reproducibles Collection (2 books) 978 0 19 401784 8
Audio CDs 978 0 19 401783 1
Assessment CD-ROM 978 0 19 401790 9
iPack Online 978 0 19 401789 3
Kids’ Readers Library Pack (10 books) 978 0 19 430939 4
Kids’ Readers Teacher’s Book with Audio CD 978 0 19 430949 3

Oxford Picture Dictionary for the Content Areas, Second Edition
English Dictionary 978 0 19 452500 8 
English-Spanish Edition 978 0 19 452502 2
Teacher’s Edition 978 0 19 452545 9
Workbook 978 0 19 452504 6
Reproducibles Collection (5 books) 978 0 19 452507 7
Audio CDs 978 0 19 452556 5
iPack 978 0 19 452555 8
Assessment CD-ROM 978 0 19 452559 6
Content Area Readers Teacher’s Book with Audio CDs 978 0 19 430974 5
Content Area Readers Library Pack 978 0 19 430964 6
Academic Language Accelerator 978 0 19 452505 3

Oxford Illustrated Math Dictionary 978 0 19 407128 4

Oxford Illustrated Maths Dictionary iTools 978 0 19 407130 7

Oxford Illustrated Science Dictionary 978 0 19 407127 7

Oxford Illustrated Science Dictionary iTools 978 0 19 407131 4

Oxford Illustrated Social Studies Dictionary 978 0 19 407132 1

Oxford Illustrated Social Studies Dictionary iTools 978 0 19 407133 8

Oxford Picture Dictionary for 
the Content Areas
Second Edition
M	Winner Bookbinders’ Guild of New York Design 

Award

BegInner	to	IntermedIate
(Upper-prImary	and	Secondary)
dorotHy	KaUFFman	and	gary	apple	
program	conSUltant:	Kate	KInSella	
aSSeSSment	expert:	margo	gottlIeB

•	Dictionary with over 1,600 words and 77 topics 
organized into ten thematic units in social 
studies, science and math.

•	Workbook with additional vocabulary, academic 
language and critical-thinking practice.

•	Reproducibles Collection with reading and 
writing practice, and over 1,350 Word and 
Picture Cards.

•	Teacher’s Edition provides a research-based 
instructional routine, customizable lesson plan 
CD, and an Instructional Assessment Usage 
Guide.

•	Class Audio CDs with pronunciation of all 
the Dictionary terms and readings in the 
Reproducibles Collection.

•	Academic Language Accelerator with 100+ 
suggestions for facilitating content vocabulary 
and concept learning.

•	Assessment CD-ROM provides customizable 
tests for every topic.

•	iPack: Interactive software contains Dictionary 
pages, audio, games and karaoke-style chants.

•	Content Area Readers to practise and extend 
vocabulary, language and concepts. See the 
online catalogue for more information.

 Oxford Picture 
Dictionary Content Areas 
for Kids 
Second Edition

BegInner	to	IntermedIate	(prImary)
JennI	cUrrIe	SantamarIa	and		
Joan	roSS	KeyeS	
program	conSUltant:	Kate	KInSella	
aSSeSSment	expert:	margo	gottlIeB

•	Dictionary teaches more than 800 
words using 70 topics, grouped into 
nine thematic units. Includes the 
language of home, school, social 
studies, science and math.

•	Workbook includes vocabulary and 
academic language practice for every 
Dictionary topic.

•	Reproducibles Collection includes 
pre-reading, reading, post-reading and 
writing practice, plus more than 800 
Word and Picture Cards. 

•	Teacher’s Edition is based on research-
based instructional routines. It is 
structured in a wraparound format with 
four pages of instruction per topic.

•	Audio CDs contain clear pronunciation 
of Dictionary terms and readings.

•	iPack Online provides additional 
vocabulary practice for every Dictionary 
topic, including karaoke-style chants.

•	Assessment CD-ROM contains 
customizable tests for every topic.

•	 NEW  English-Spanish Edition now 
available in e-book format.

 
Content Areas

OXFORD  
PICTURE  

DICTIONARY

2

Jenni Currie Santamaria 
Joan Ross Keyes

Program Consultant  
Kate Kinsella

Accelerates Academic 
Language Development

SECOND 
EDITION

Oxford Illustrated Math Dictionary

Oxford Illustrated Science Dictionary
 NEW  Oxford Illustrated Social Studies 
Dictionary
HIgH-BegInner	to	IntermedIate

These dictionaries make academic vocabulary accessible to 
language learners. Each dictionary includes 500–700 entries, 
showing the part of speech, pronunciation, illustration and 
an example sentence for each entry.


